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FREIGHT   • MAIL   • E-COMMERCE
PROFESSIONAL WORLDWIDE DELIVERY

FREIGHT FORWARDING
Imports and exports to
and from anywhere –
including project cargo.

MAIL & COURIER
Mechanical and manual
postal fulfilment, including
data management.

E-COMMERCE
Tracked and untracked
global delivery solutions
for e-retailers and others.

FULFILMENT
Storage, pick-and-pack
and added-value services
for publishers, e-retailers,
etc.

WAREHOUSING & LOGISTICS
Including customs
warehousing/storage and
logistics/distribution.

ADDED-VALUE SERVICES
A wide variety of additional
support services for
freight, mail and
warehousing/logistics.

Spatial Global Limited, Global Head Office, Spatial House, Willow Farm Business Park, Castle Donington, Derby DE74 2TW United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0)1332 850925   Email: ask@spatialglobal.com

Ever wondered how your mail is
delivered around the world?
Parcels and packages, letters and
documents, we have been able to send
them all the way to the other side of the
world and back for many years. However,
with email, people initially thought that the
post would decline – but with ecommerce
that could not have been further from the
truth. Now you can research and buy a
product from almost anywhere in the
world using the phone in your pocket.

How many countries can you mail to?
You can safely send your letters and
parcels to over 200 countries around the
world including popular shipping
destinations such as the USA, Australia,
Canada, Germany, France and China. The
number of countries you can mail to may
vary depending on certain factors, for
example International sanctions.
Sanctions and embargoes are political
trade restrictions put in place against
target countries with the aim of
maintaining or restoring international
peace and security.

Our Mail Team – a safe pair of hands
The way your mail is distributed depends
on where it is going, what it is and how
much it is worth – which is why we have a
team of international mail experts at
Spatial Global reviewing routes, suppliers
and keeping up with international
customs regulations.

Why GDPR influenced the Association of
MBAs (AMBA’s) global magazine mailing

Fulfilment House Due
Diligence Scheme Approval
In April 2019, HMRC are bringing in a new quality standard for logistics
companies who provide fulfilment services. The Fulfilment House Due
Diligence Scheme ensures that fulfilment houses play their part in
reducing the abuse of VAT rules by online traders based outside the EU.

Part of a package of measures to combat the abuse of VAT
Spatial Global has now been approved under the HMRC Fulfilment House Due
Diligence Scheme. It aims to disrupt and deter abuse by some overseas
businesses selling goods to UK customers through the online marketplace – HMRC
estimated that this was costing the Exchequer over £1 billion of unpaid VAT a year.

What being a customs fulfilment house means…
Approved fulfilment businesses must complete due diligence checks on their
overseas customers and maintain records about the goods they store. 

Non compliance risks £10,000 penalty and a criminal conviction…
Even if businesses meet the Fulfilment House Due Diligence Scheme criteria
they will not be allowed to trade as a fulfilment business from 1 April 2019
unless they are approved by HMRC, and risk a £10,000 penalty and a criminal
conviction if they do so.

Plan B International Documentation Support for Free?

www.spatialglobal.com

Kingsmill thought they had everything
covered
Kingsmill are a leading manufacturer and
distributor of earthing materials and lightning
protection products, servicing both the UK and
international markets. They work with leading
architects to design bespoke solutions for
historic and cutting edge architecture. Which
means no two shipments are the same. As a
well established exporter, Kingsmill Industries
(UK) Ltd, have a highly experienced in-house

team and wealth of export knowledge. However,
because no two solutions are the same, their
export processes are reliant upon individuals
navigating the plethora of documentation. It is
their responsibility to ensure the ‘letter of credit’
information is 100% compliant.

Spatial Global Free Audit and ‘Plan B for
Free’ offer
Spatial Global offer Global Freight Navigator
which is designed to take the hassle and risk
out of import and export documentation.

Overseas postal services

When reviewing the global distribution of their award-
winning magazine, Ambition, a key requisite of the
mailing house they selected was an ability to
demonstrate robust compliance with GDPR.

Award-winning magazine is AMBA’s flagship communication
In preparation for the introduction of GDPR, which came into
force on May 25, 2018, the Association proactively reviewed
every aspect of their personal data management. A review of their
supplier networks included the members’ magazine’s global
mailing service provider. 

AMBA’s monthly magazine Ambition is distributed to members
across the world. As an exemplar organisation, any global mailing
partner needed to be fully engaged with the impending
introduction of the strongest data protection rules.

“Having reviewed several global mailing services for Ambition,
Spatial Global appeared to have the greatest understanding of

the new governance being introduced. They had a client
portal which provided access to their detailed policies and
procedures, as well as a good understanding of the practical
applications at a ‘people’ level. 

Having made the switch and gone through the transition of
suppliers, I’m happy to say Spatial Global lived up to their
promises. I can’t think the move could have been made any
smoother and the service we’ve experienced has been fantastic.”

David Woods-Hale, Head of Communications, 

Association of MBAs and Business Graduates Association

When something sounds too good to be true, it often is – but Kingsmill Industries took up
the Spatial Global Free Audit and ‘Plan B for Free’ offer, and it proved to be priceless.
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Challenges facing
the magazine
publishing industry

Letter of Credit – Do
you know the risks
if you manage this
in-house?
If you have a small in-house team
managing your international trade
documentation then you need a Plan B
in case of unforeseen issues. If you
don’t – there’s every chance your
payment will be delayed.

Environmentally
Friendly Mail
Fulfilment
Spatial Global is committed to reducing
the impact of mail fulfilment upon the
environment.

Electronic Customs
Data on Mail

Spatial Global launch Import &
Export Documentation Services

Rock Fall is a highly successful family run

business. It has won multiple converted

business awards in recognition of its 

safety footwear.

The business has grown 387% in the past 5
years to in excess of £8.5m or around 600,000
pairs of boots per year. To manage this rapid
growth, it has invested in the latest technology,
implementing an enterprise business
management system. Much of their recent
growth is from exporting their innovative and
stylish safety footwear to an ‘ever-increasing’
number of countries across the globe.

A specialist partner meant their rapid
international growth was easier to manage
With the UK leaving the European Union, Rock
Fall management had identified they needed to
mitigate their Brexit risks. Researching the
documentation requirements for Qatar and the
introduction to Spatial Global had helped the
directors step back for a second and identify a
better way of working. It provided expertise on
the possible Brexit risks and contingency
planning for the various scenarios. Global
Freight Navigator, reduced costs, improved
processes and helped mitigate Brexit risks.

To read the full articles please Google Spatial Global News

 Global Freight Navigator is designed to
take the hassle and risk out of import
and export documentation

‘The Global Freight Navigator’ package
provides manufacturers, distributors and the
logistics industry with access to professional
import and export documentation services.
Providing you with the peace of mind that
whether by sea, air or overland, your
documentation will be correct for transport,
customs clearance and payment anywhere
in the world.

Fully managed import and export
documentation – tailored to your needs
Online, over the phone or face-to-face
services that deliver fast and accurate import
and export documents 24/7, 365 days a
year! Our award winning international trade
team can prepare all of your import and
export documents for you, as well as help
arrange the relevant insurance, provide online
tracking of documents and enable you to
view and print your documents on demand.

We have BIFA accreditation and East
Midlands Chamber Membership and
approval makes us the obvious choice when
it comes to handling your shipments.

Worried about the duty, potential
complexity and costs to ship goods to
and from the EU POST-BREXIT?
With so much uncertainty as to how the
trading relationship with the EU post-Brexit
will operate. One thing is clear, Customs
Clearance regulations are set to change. We
have been consulting with HMRC Customs
on a monthly basis to ensure our clients
obtain a smooth transition with no delay to
their supply chain.

Free BREXIT Audit – Call 01332 289220 or
visit www.spatialglobal.com/audit

Our advisers have ‘seen it all’ when it
comes to international trade and are fully
equipped to help you with any aspect of
your shipments.

Mail Fulfilment need not cost the earth
Mail fulfilment is our passion, and we have
strived to provide environmentally friendly
solutions for our publishers. Spatial Global
pioneered the use of potato starch
packaging over a decade ago, in an
attempt to reduce the use of plastics in
mail packaging. But our commitment goes
beyond packaging, it runs through our
business and business processes.

So just how green can a Mail
Fulfilment house be?
Spatial Global works hard towards being a
greener company and we recycle paper,
cardboard, and plastic shrink wrap
wherever possible. We have also replaced
machines, seeking out more energy
efficient solutions, and we’re on a
programme where conventional lighting is
being upgraded and replaced with low
energy LED bulbs. 

Taking the environment seriously
Whether it’s taking small steps within the
business or recommending environmentally
friendly mail options; from using only Forest
Stewardship Council (FSC) paper which is
sourced from sustainable forests or
recycled; to having a range of packaging
options including completely biodegradable
mailing film made from potato starch – our
people are committed to ensuring your
mailing operations are as environmentally
friendly as possible.

Going green is helping titles maintain
and grow their subscribers
With digital publishing providing instant
access to information, there’s no denying
the decline it has caused in printed
magazine sales. But Spatial Global has
noticed that something unusual is
happening with the niche titles we
distribute. Maybe it is because we help
magazine publishers manage costs and
help make titles more sustainable through
highly effective, environmentally friendly
mailing solutions.

Publishers thrive by listening to readers 
This isn’t about the content here. We have
noticed a trend towards compostable
100% plastic-free alternatives to
conventional polythene wrapping.
Polythene has been the traditional ‘low
cost’ way to distribute magazines for
decades. But since Sir David
Attenborough called for the world to cut
back on the use of plastic in order to
protect oceans, subscribers have aired
their voices and demanded alternatives. 

The reader wants to enjoy the
experience of a printed magazine
When it comes to magazines, research
consistently shows people read more,
read longer and subscribe more often to
print than the digital equivalent. Magazines
have always been a collectable object,
often building a reference library of
interesting articles on a favourite subject.

Niche titles are in-tune with readers
and they look forward to receiving it

As of 1st January 2019, any item of mail
containing goods must carry an S10
barcode if sent outside the EU. This is a
precursor to stricter requirements, due to
take effect in 2020, where electronic
customs data will also be needed.
Electronic Customs Data is required to
make sure that emerging and future
legislative, security and customs
requirements in the receiving countries are
met. At present a barcode is only required
for items to non-EU countries, but with the
UK’s imminent departure from the EU this
will soon be extended to EU items as well.

Why is electronic customs data
needed on mail?
Due to the huge increases in the volume of
goods being dispatched through the postal
services, customs authorities need
improvements to track what goods are going
where. Electronic customs data will make
sure existing, emerging and future legislative,
security and customs requirements in
overseas destinations are met. 

What do I need to do to comply with
the new regulations?
The use of S10 barcodes is already being
encouraged by the postal authorities, with
particular emphasis on items to USA,
Brazil, China and Russia. These countries
are implementing the regulations more
swiftly than most but others will follow. We
are contacting customers whose mail is
affected and will work with them to meet
the requirements for S10 barcoding and,
in time for the next deadline in 2020, for
the provision of electronic customs data.

BREXIT – A Practical Sanity Check! Keith Robe provided an insight into the practical steps 
businesses trading internationally needed to take to prepare for BREXIT

Multi-award winning safety footwear company choose Global Freight Navigator.
Taking the hassle, risk and headache out of importing and exporting documentation.

Global Freight Navigator – Tailored solutions for businesses trading internationally.
Saving you time and money on your imports and exports whatever the complexity,
whether you have a full load sea freight container or a small air freight shipment.

“The easiest way I can explain this is, it is a ‘pay-as-you-go’
international documentation service which is as convenient as
having an in-house team, but without the investment in training
or time required to research exporting routes to new markets.”

Matthew Noon, Director Rock Fall

A Letter of Credit guarantees payment
– but only if you get the process right!
Once you have established that a letter of
credit is the best form of payment for
shipping your goods internationally, you must
pay special attention to make sure you are
correctly completing the letter of credit AND
the entire supporting process. Which is why,
if you have a small team – and the person
responsible is taken ill – you need to know
how you would see the process through.

What would you do – how would you
get what needs to be done, done?
A letter of credit is not flexible in terms of
regulations, you need to dot all the I’s and
cross all of the T’s – and if something isn’t
100% correct, you need to know what to
do to rescue it. In addition to creating
payment issues, Letter of Credit mistakes
can also cause problems for the importer
when clearing customs.

How can you eradicate these risks?
Whether you need a fall back Plan B for
emergency cover or you are expanding
and need ‘overflow support’ to manage
capacity at peak periods – Spatial Global
have a ZERO COST solution to provide
the back-up you need.

www.spatialglobal.com/planB

The event hosted by Spatial Global in March

2019 at the Novotel, J25, had representatives

from 70 companies attend, all of whom

traded globally who were interested in

hearing from an independent expert on what

are the worst, the best and most likely

outcomes for the different Brexit scenarios.

Why businesses shouldn’t worry but
should prepare
There are solutions available to ensure
businesses are able to quickly adapt to the
new customs landscape – whatever it may
look like. There are a variety of options

available for importers and exporters, but it’s all
about taking action now to get registered with
the most appropriate schemes.

And by prepare, this means seeking
professional advice
The Government advice was scrutinised by
the audience and Keith pointed out the best
thing businesses who trade overseas can do
is find themselves an expert international trade
partner, a company like Spatial Global, so
their business and trade routes are prepared
and protected against the variety of possible
Brexit outcomes.
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you know the risks
if you manage this
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If you have a small in-house team
managing your international trade
documentation then you need a Plan B
in case of unforeseen issues. If you
don’t – there’s every chance your
payment will be delayed.

Environmentally
Friendly Mail
Fulfilment
Spatial Global is committed to reducing
the impact of mail fulfilment upon the
environment.

Electronic Customs
Data on Mail

Spatial Global launch Import &
Export Documentation Services

Rock Fall is a highly successful family run

business. It has won multiple converted

business awards in recognition of its 

safety footwear.

The business has grown 387% in the past 5
years to in excess of £8.5m or around 600,000
pairs of boots per year. To manage this rapid
growth, it has invested in the latest technology,
implementing an enterprise business
management system. Much of their recent
growth is from exporting their innovative and
stylish safety footwear to an ‘ever-increasing’
number of countries across the globe.

A specialist partner meant their rapid
international growth was easier to manage
With the UK leaving the European Union, Rock
Fall management had identified they needed to
mitigate their Brexit risks. Researching the
documentation requirements for Qatar and the
introduction to Spatial Global had helped the
directors step back for a second and identify a
better way of working. It provided expertise on
the possible Brexit risks and contingency
planning for the various scenarios. Global
Freight Navigator, reduced costs, improved
processes and helped mitigate Brexit risks.

To read the full articles please Google Spatial Global News

 Global Freight Navigator is designed to
take the hassle and risk out of import
and export documentation
‘The Global Freight Navigator’ package
provides manufacturers, distributors and the
logistics industry with access to professional
import and export documentation services.
Providing you with the peace of mind that
whether by sea, air or overland, your
documentation will be correct for transport,
customs clearance and payment anywhere
in the world.

Fully managed import and export
documentation – tailored to your needs
Online, over the phone or face-to-face
services that deliver fast and accurate import
and export documents 24/7, 365 days a
year! Our award winning international trade
team can prepare all of your import and
export documents for you, as well as help
arrange the relevant insurance, provide online
tracking of documents and enable you to
view and print your documents on demand.

We have BIFA accreditation and East
Midlands Chamber Membership and
approval makes us the obvious choice when
it comes to handling your shipments.

Worried about the duty, potential
complexity and costs to ship goods to
and from the EU POST-BREXIT?
With so much uncertainty as to how the
trading relationship with the EU post-Brexit
will operate. One thing is clear, Customs
Clearance regulations are set to change. We
have been consulting with HMRC Customs
on a monthly basis to ensure our clients
obtain a smooth transition with no delay to
their supply chain.

Free BREXIT Audit – Call 01332 289220 or
visit www.spatialglobal.com/audit

Our advisers have ‘seen it all’ when it
comes to international trade and are fully
equipped to help you with any aspect of
your shipments.

Mail Fulfilment need not cost the earth
Mail fulfilment is our passion, and we have
strived to provide environmentally friendly
solutions for our publishers. Spatial Global
pioneered the use of potato starch
packaging over a decade ago, in an
attempt to reduce the use of plastics in
mail packaging. But our commitment goes
beyond packaging, it runs through our
business and business processes.

So just how green can a Mail
Fulfilment house be?
Spatial Global works hard towards being a
greener company and we recycle paper,
cardboard, and plastic shrink wrap
wherever possible. We have also replaced
machines, seeking out more energy
efficient solutions, and we’re on a
programme where conventional lighting is
being upgraded and replaced with low
energy LED bulbs. 

Taking the environment seriously
Whether it’s taking small steps within the
business or recommending environmentally
friendly mail options; from using only Forest
Stewardship Council (FSC) paper which is
sourced from sustainable forests or
recycled; to having a range of packaging
options including completely biodegradable
mailing film made from potato starch – our
people are committed to ensuring your
mailing operations are as environmentally
friendly as possible.

Going green is helping titles maintain
and grow their subscribers
With digital publishing providing instant
access to information, there’s no denying
the decline it has caused in printed
magazine sales. But Spatial Global has
noticed that something unusual is
happening with the niche titles we
distribute. Maybe it is because we help
magazine publishers manage costs and
help make titles more sustainable through
highly effective, environmentally friendly
mailing solutions.

Publishers thrive by listening to readers 
This isn’t about the content here. We have
noticed a trend towards compostable
100% plastic-free alternatives to
conventional polythene wrapping.
Polythene has been the traditional ‘low
cost’ way to distribute magazines for
decades. But since Sir David
Attenborough called for the world to cut
back on the use of plastic in order to
protect oceans, subscribers have aired
their voices and demanded alternatives. 

The reader wants to enjoy the
experience of a printed magazine
When it comes to magazines, research
consistently shows people read more,
read longer and subscribe more often to
print than the digital equivalent. Magazines
have always been a collectable object,
often building a reference library of
interesting articles on a favourite subject.

Niche titles are in-tune with readers
and they look forward to receiving it

As of 1st January 2019, any item of mail
containing goods must carry an S10
barcode if sent outside the EU. This is a
precursor to stricter requirements, due to
take effect in 2020, where electronic
customs data will also be needed.
Electronic Customs Data is required to
make sure that emerging and future
legislative, security and customs
requirements in the receiving countries are
met. At present a barcode is only required
for items to non-EU countries, but with the
UK’s imminent departure from the EU this
will soon be extended to EU items as well.

Why is electronic customs data
needed on mail?
Due to the huge increases in the volume of
goods being dispatched through the postal
services, customs authorities need
improvements to track what goods are going
where. Electronic customs data will make
sure existing, emerging and future legislative,
security and customs requirements in
overseas destinations are met. 

What do I need to do to comply with
the new regulations?
The use of S10 barcodes is already being
encouraged by the postal authorities, with
particular emphasis on items to USA,
Brazil, China and Russia. These countries
are implementing the regulations more
swiftly than most but others will follow. We
are contacting customers whose mail is
affected and will work with them to meet
the requirements for S10 barcoding and,
in time for the next deadline in 2020, for
the provision of electronic customs data.

BREXIT – A Practical Sanity Check! Keith Robe provided an insight into the practical steps 
businesses trading internationally needed to take to prepare for BREXIT

Multi-award winning safety footwear company choose Global Freight Navigator.
Taking the hassle, risk and headache out of importing and exporting documentation.

Global Freight Navigator – Tailored solutions for businesses trading internationally.
Saving you time and money on your imports and exports whatever the complexity,
whether you have a full load sea freight container or a small air freight shipment.

“The easiest way I can explain this is, it is a ‘pay-as-you-go’
international documentation service which is as convenient as
having an in-house team, but without the investment in training
or time required to research exporting routes to new markets.”

Matthew Noon, Director Rock Fall

A Letter of Credit guarantees payment
– but only if you get the process right!
Once you have established that a letter of
credit is the best form of payment for
shipping your goods internationally, you must
pay special attention to make sure you are
correctly completing the letter of credit AND
the entire supporting process. Which is why,
if you have a small team – and the person
responsible is taken ill – you need to know
how you would see the process through.

What would you do – how would you
get what needs to be done, done?
A letter of credit is not flexible in terms of
regulations, you need to dot all the I’s and
cross all of the T’s – and if something isn’t
100% correct, you need to know what to
do to rescue it. In addition to creating
payment issues, Letter of Credit mistakes
can also cause problems for the importer
when clearing customs.

How can you eradicate these risks?
Whether you need a fall back Plan B for
emergency cover or you are expanding
and need ‘overflow support’ to manage
capacity at peak periods – Spatial Global
have a ZERO COST solution to provide
the back-up you need.

www.spatialglobal.com/planB

The event hosted by Spatial Global in March

2019 at the Novotel, J25, had representatives

from 70 companies attend, all of whom

traded globally who were interested in

hearing from an independent expert on what

are the worst, the best and most likely

outcomes for the different Brexit scenarios.

Why businesses shouldn’t worry but
should prepare
There are solutions available to ensure
businesses are able to quickly adapt to the
new customs landscape – whatever it may
look like. There are a variety of options

available for importers and exporters, but it’s all
about taking action now to get registered with
the most appropriate schemes.

And by prepare, this means seeking
professional advice
The Government advice was scrutinised by
the audience and Keith pointed out the best
thing businesses who trade overseas can do
is find themselves an expert international trade
partner, a company like Spatial Global, so
their business and trade routes are prepared
and protected against the variety of possible
Brexit outcomes.
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Ever wondered how your mail is
delivered around the world?
Parcels and packages, letters and
documents, we have been able to send
them all the way to the other side of the
world and back for many years. However,
with email, people initially thought that the
post would decline – but with ecommerce
that could not have been further from the
truth. Now you can research and buy a
product from almost anywhere in the
world using the phone in your pocket.

How many countries can you mail to?
You can safely send your letters and
parcels to over 200 countries around the
world including popular shipping
destinations such as the USA, Australia,
Canada, Germany, France and China. The
number of countries you can mail to may
vary depending on certain factors, for
example International sanctions.
Sanctions and embargoes are political
trade restrictions put in place against
target countries with the aim of
maintaining or restoring international
peace and security.

Our Mail Team – a safe pair of hands
The way your mail is distributed depends
on where it is going, what it is and how
much it is worth – which is why we have a
team of international mail experts at
Spatial Global reviewing routes, suppliers
and keeping up with international
customs regulations.

Why GDPR influenced the Association of
MBAs (AMBA’s) global magazine mailing

Fulfilment House Due
Diligence Scheme Approval
In April 2019, HMRC are bringing in a new quality standard for logistics
companies who provide fulfilment services. The Fulfilment House Due
Diligence Scheme ensures that fulfilment houses play their part in
reducing the abuse of VAT rules by online traders based outside the EU.

Part of a package of measures to combat the abuse of VAT
Spatial Global has now been approved under the HMRC Fulfilment House Due
Diligence Scheme. It aims to disrupt and deter abuse by some overseas
businesses selling goods to UK customers through the online marketplace – HMRC
estimated that this was costing the Exchequer over £1 billion of unpaid VAT a year.

What being a customs fulfilment house means…
Approved fulfilment businesses must complete due diligence checks on their
overseas customers and maintain records about the goods they store. 

Non compliance risks £10,000 penalty and a criminal conviction…
Even if businesses meet the Fulfilment House Due Diligence Scheme criteria
they will not be allowed to trade as a fulfilment business from 1 April 2019
unless they are approved by HMRC, and risk a £10,000 penalty and a criminal
conviction if they do so.

Plan B International Documentation Support for Free?

www.spatialglobal.com

Kingsmill thought they had everything
covered
Kingsmill are a leading manufacturer and
distributor of earthing materials and lightning
protection products, servicing both the UK and
international markets. They work with leading
architects to design bespoke solutions for
historic and cutting edge architecture. Which
means no two shipments are the same. As a
well established exporter, Kingsmill Industries
(UK) Ltd, have a highly experienced in-house

team and wealth of export knowledge. However,
because no two solutions are the same, their
export processes are reliant upon individuals
navigating the plethora of documentation. It is
their responsibility to ensure the ‘letter of credit’
information is 100% compliant.

Spatial Global Free Audit and ‘Plan B for
Free’ offer
Spatial Global offer Global Freight Navigator
which is designed to take the hassle and risk
out of import and export documentation.

Overseas postal services

When reviewing the global distribution of their award-
winning magazine, Ambition, a key requisite of the
mailing house they selected was an ability to
demonstrate robust compliance with GDPR.

Award-winning magazine is AMBA’s flagship communication
In preparation for the introduction of GDPR, which came into
force on May 25, 2018, the Association proactively reviewed
every aspect of their personal data management. A review of their
supplier networks included the members’ magazine’s global
mailing service provider. 

AMBA’s monthly magazine Ambition is distributed to members
across the world. As an exemplar organisation, any global mailing
partner needed to be fully engaged with the impending
introduction of the strongest data protection rules.

“Having reviewed several global mailing services for Ambition,
Spatial Global appeared to have the greatest understanding of

the new governance being introduced. They had a client
portal which provided access to their detailed policies and
procedures, as well as a good understanding of the practical
applications at a ‘people’ level. 

Having made the switch and gone through the transition of
suppliers, I’m happy to say Spatial Global lived up to their
promises. I can’t think the move could have been made any
smoother and the service we’ve experienced has been fantastic.”

David Woods-Hale, Head of Communications, 

Association of MBAs and Business Graduates Association

When something sounds too good to be true, it often is – but Kingsmill Industries took up
the Spatial Global Free Audit and ‘Plan B for Free’ offer, and it proved to be priceless.
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